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In Figure 1, we present classification results for different discriminative metrics. We can observe
that the metrics can be divided into two major groups – the ones with TF (term frequency) factor
and the others without it.

In case of small number of extracted keywords, it may be better to train model with a metric
without TF factor. We can see that it is quite easy to train the discriminative power of frequent
words, which are the most representative (discriminative) for given category (or user in our case).
Metrics without TF factor use words as indicators and tend to propagate big topics. These represent
main user interests – those at higher level of abstraction.

However, if we work with bigger number of keywords, it requires much more training data to
learn the discriminative power of less frequent words (hence the classification performance
decreases). Presence of less frequent words creates smaller topics – those at lower level of
abstraction. These are usually propagated locally within a document by TF factor. We can see that
for bigger number of extracted keywords, which are forced to include also the less frequent words,
it really helps to use TF factor to learn the interests on more detailed level of granularity.

Figure 1. Micro-F1 score of classification for different discriminative metrics.

In Figure 2, we present classification results for different amount of training and testing data. By
natural expectation, the results should improve with growing amount of training data (our dataset is
too small to expect over-fitting). At first look, we can observe a rather strange behaviour when using
metrics without TF factor. There is a big drop in performance when going from 200 to 500 visits.
Our explanation of this artefact is that by using up to 200 visits per user, we can more easily
discriminate between users by looking at the big topics, but after extending the data with more web
pages, it brings more varied content and we need to start looking at smaller topics to discriminate
between different users. Again, as in the analysis of results presented in Figure 1, we can see that
this hypothesis is confirmed by the classification results obtained using metrics with TF factor. As
TF factor propagates the local (small) topics of interest, we can observe steady improvement of
classification performance as the amount of training and testing data increases.
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ResultsOverview

The proposed method
of quantitative evaluation
Analogy to text categorisation:
 - users represent categories

Several assumptions:
 - User is interested in all visited web pages
 - We can represent each visited web page
   by set of keywords, which represent user's
   interests that caused that page visit

Effect:
 - For each user, we can aggregate personalised
   keywords (local interests) extracted from visited
   web pages to compute user's (global) interests
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Figure 2. Micro-F1 score of classification for different amount of training and testing data.
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Quantitative evaluation enables faster progress in research
We can analyse also very noisy data
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